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Resources supporting this presentation can be found at:

http://cnwmodeling1957.typepad.com/cnwmodeling/2018/09/resources-for-frozen-fruits-vegetables-
and-food.html

Slide 1:  In this presentation I will first look at some information from prototype shipments of frozen 
fruit, vegetables, and food.  This is followed by a more detailed look at a smaller cold storage facility, 
and the locations of frozen food production facilities.  Finally, there is a brief discussion of some of the 
freight cars that were used to ship frozen commodities.  

Slide 2:  This slide shows the Wisconsin Cold Storage Co., a cold storage facility in Milwaukee.  It is a 
multi-story brick and concrete structure that received frozen commodities via rail and shipped them by 
truck for local distribution.  

Slide 3:  This shows PFE 200472, an R-50-5 frozen food ice refrigerator car.  These were 50' heavy 
insulation reefers, rebuilt in 1945-1947 from R-50-1 cars and had improved doors, ice bunkers, and air 
circulation.  The only HO-scale models of these cars I am aware of were produced by Sunshine in resin
in the early 1990s (http://www.sunshinekits.com/sunimages/sun25g.pdf). 

Slide 4:  As I'm constructing my layout in stages, I like to plan on the commodity mix for each segment
as I prepare to bring it on line.  Creating waybills for the new facilities seems to be a good way for me 
to keep my construction momentum.  Wisconsin Cold Storage Co. is located off of National Yard, 
which is next up for construction.  Hence the inspiration for this presentation.  

Slide 5:  Frosted Foods Inc. is a frozen food distribution facility that was located in Columbus Ohio. 
That is a GATX-built URTX 70-ton ice bunker frozen food car being switched from the facility.  

Slide 6:  This slide clarifies the commodities that are included in the scope of this presentation.  It also 
exemplifies some of the inconsistencies in the ICC classification scheme.  

Slide 7:  This slides shows the waybill/switchlist/wheel reports from the 1950s and early 1960s that I 
looked at to find prototype examples of frozen food shipments.  

Slides 8, 9, and 10:  These show the details of some prototype frozen food shipments from the localized
collections I examined.  PFE R-50-5 and R-70-2, NWX 50', and mechanical frozen food cars were all 
documented.  

Slide 11:  This large windowless structure is the North American Cold Storage building, located on the 
Milwaukee Road in Chicago.  

Slides 12, 13, 14, and 15:  These slide show some national statistics revealing where frozen commodity
shipments originated and terminated, as well as where they were present as through traffic.  



Slide 16:  This slide shows the evolution of frozen fruit, vegetable, and food shipments from 1948 
through 1962.  Note the explosive growth of the frozen food shipments in the late 1950s.  

Slide 17 and 18:  These slides show that frozen commodity shipments traveled relatively large 
distances and were frequently interchanged.  

Slide 19:  This is an underground view of the National Cold Storage facility in Bonner Springs, Kansas.
It is an underground limestone cave that is still in use as a cold storage distribution facility.  

Slides 20, 21, and 22:  These slides show the details of a smaller cold storage facility in Spokane, 
Washington.  It was a shipper of frozen fruits on the NP that was established in the 1930s.  

Slide 23:  Clarance Birdeye invented the flash freezing process that got the whole business started in 
the late 1920s.  

Slide 24:  Locations of frozen food production facilities from the 1958 Census of Business.

Slide 25:  Note the FHIX frozen food ice bunker car in the foreground.  HI stood for heavy insulation 
in these reporting marks.  

Slides 26, 27, 28, and 29 discuss some of the freight cars used to transport frozen commodities.  

Slide 30 shows the Watsonville Ice and Cold Storage Facility in Watsonville California on the SP.  
This facility was a major shipper of frozen fruits and vegetables that were locally grown.  


